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Source: IMAS-insight. The data refers to announced sales and purchases of companies and businesses, each with an actual or estimated value of £5m or more, based in the UK
and defined as being in the Investment sector. Where values have not been disclosed, IMAS has estimated the values based on available data. The data used in IMAS-insight has
been obtained, verified and collated by IMAS. All intellectual property and other rights in that data belong to IMAS and you may not exploit our data without our express written
consent.

2020 saw the momentum of rising M&A activity in the UK Investment sector punctuated
by the lockdown measures in response to the coronavirus pandemic. As it impacted the
ability to agree final terms and close transactions, the drop was particularly pronounced
in the third quarter when only five transactions above £5m were announced. Once the
lockdown was eased, deal volumes in the last quarter of the year bounced back to the
highest level in seven years.

It proved that deals were possible to progress and finalise, despite the challenges. Asset
Management groups and Life Companies completed strategic acquisitions and made
selective disposals. The Wealth Management sector underwent further consolidation
and over £1bn was committed to the sector by Private Equity funds.

Valuation multiples plummeted in the first quarter of the year only to stage a
remarkable recovery in the following quarter, ending the year just marginally below
where they had traded at the beginning of 2020.

Our definition of the
“Investment sector” covers
businesses involved in the
management, distribution,
administration and advice on
investments including Asset
Managers, Wealth Managers,
Stockbrokers, Life Companies,
Actuarial Consultants,
Financial Advisers and
Investment Platforms.

Source: IMAS-insight.
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What happened in the Investment sector in 2020?
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Transaction volumes by quarter in the UK Investment sector

£5 - 25m £25 - 100m £100m +



“Investment sector”: IMAS records all announced transactions with an actual or estimated value over £5m in the Investment sector. The sector
covers businesses involved in the distribution of and advice on investment products as listed in the categories below.
“Product”: Life Companies and Mutuals.
“Advice”: Asset Managers, Private Client Wealth Managers, Actuarial Consultants, Corporate Finance Advisers and other specialist advisers.
“Distribution”: Employee Benefits Consultants, Health Protection Brokers, IFA Businesses and Networks.
“Trading”: Interdealer Brokers, Securities Brokers, Investment Banks and other specialist traders.

Values
• With the absence of multi-billion deals, which

were prominent in previous years, aggregate
transaction values fell sharply in 2020.

• The total value of the transactions below £100m
was broadly similar to 2017 and 2018 but 18% lower
than last year.

• Larger transactions included Pension Insurance
Corporation raising £750m, Jupiter Fund
Management paying £390m for Merian Global
Investors and Fidelity International acquiring
Legal & General Investment Management’s UK
personal investing arm.

• Either directly, or indirectly via their portfolio
companies, Private Equity funds invested over
£1bn in eight transactions, on a similar scale to last
year.

Volumes
• Transaction volumes remained steady, except in

deals valued between £25m to £100m, which
reduced in number to 12 compared to 20 last year.

• Almost half of all the transactions involved targets
in the Wealth Management sector, including IFAs,
Personal Discretionary Portfolio Managers and
businesses integrating both (spanning across the
“advice” and “distribution” categories in the
bottom left-hand graph).

• Asset Management firms accounted for over a
quarter of the volumes, having seen both cross-
border and domestic deal activity throughout the
year.

• Private Equity funds featured in 14 transactions,
both directly and indirectly via their portfolio
companies, the same number as last year. Only
one of these represented a full exit and one other
a partial exit by the funds.
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Aggregate transaction values by subsectors
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Valuation multiples
• The chart below plots the average enterprise values

(EV) to the forecast EBITDA in next twelve months of
quoted companies in the subsegment groups of the
Investment sector plotted against their three-year
historic growth in EBITDA. Unsurprisingly, the
correlation is strong between growth rates and
valuation multiples (after having excluded two
outliers).

• Investment Platforms ruled supreme at the high
end of valuations, having benefitted from strong and
consistent growth. This, combined with revenue
models that generate mostly, if not entirely,
recurring income streams and the market’s
confidence in the prospects of their continuing
strong growth, make them highly attractive
investment propositions.

• The Wealth Managers, which include a number of
groups engaged in consolidating the IFA market,
have also generated strong growth and, given the
fragmentation of the IFA market, investors are
clearly expecting the opportunity for further
consolidation (on attractive terms) to prevail.

• Private Client Stockbrokers whose models are partly
based on transactional income, albeit diminishing in
proportion to total revenue, have not yet seen their
valuations be re-rated despite having expanded
their financial planning capabilities and become
more akin to Wealth Managers in recent years.

• The valuation multiples vary more widely among
Asset Managers. Some have created high growth in
earnings via engaging in M&A and others have seen
their income rise at more pedestrian rates. This
would seem to suggest an increasing potential for
M&A activity but creating synergies in the sector has
not always proven straightforward.

• The chart below compares the EVs to the forecast
EBITDA for the next twelve months for quoted
companies in the subsegment groups of the
Investment sector.

• It shows that the Investment Platforms have, on
average, enjoyed ratings significantly above other
subsector groups (some of which are users of the
said Investment Platforms) throughout the year but
also experienced more volatility. Being a smaller and
more narrowly-defined group of three constituents
only, the average multiple has been more sensitive
to the individual variations of trading and earnings
forecasts between the companies.

• The Wealth Managers have also traded at higher
valuation multiples than the Asset Managers and
Stockbrokers, being supported by the strong growth
and highly liquid FTSE100 stocks of Hargreaves
Lansdown and St James’s Place in the group over
the period.

• The Asset Managers and Stockbrokers traded within
narrower ranges in lower volatility throughout the
period.

• Being a sector that to a large extent charges fees on
the basis of assets under management, advice or
administration, its trading multiples correlate to the
development of stock market indices as well as the
flows of savings assets. As such, the sharp fall in the
valuation multiples at the onset of the pandemic
lockdown in March and their subsequent recovery
by and largely reflect the developments in stock
market indices and asset flows during the period.

Source: FactSetSource: FactSet

EBITDA growth and EV/EBITDA multiples
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Development of EV/ forecast EBITDA Multiples
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“Enterprise value (“EV”): The market value of the equity plus the last reported net debt, minority interest and preferred stock of the company.
“EBITDA”: Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation for the forward 12-month period.
“Asset Managers”: Jupiter, Liontrust, Schroders, Ashmore, Polar Capital.
“Investment Platforms”: AJ Bell, Nucleus Financial and IntegraFin (Transact).
“Stockbrokers”: Brewin Dolphin, Charles Stanley, Rathbone Brothers and Walker Crips.
“Wealth Managers”: Hargreaves Lansdown, St James’s Place, Brooks Macdonald, Mattioli Woods, AFH Financial Group, Frenkel Topping, Kingswood.
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Buyers
• Both Public Companies and Private Equity

funds/Private Equity-backed businesses continued to
dominate as buyers in 2020, proving their strong
appetite for the sector and purchasing power in
general.

• It was particularly noticeable in Asset Management
where quoted groups such as Schroders, Aberdeen
Standard Life, Liontrust and Gresham House were
active acquirers.

• The number of purchasers from overseas (or
ultimately owned overseas) remained at historically
low levels, accounting for only 20% of the buyers and
represented mostly groups which already have an
established presence in the UK.

• In a few cases such as IWP and Embark Group,
private companies had secured access to capital from
debt funds such as Ares and strategic institutional
investors to help fund their acquisitions.

Sellers
• The sellers of equity were overwhelmingly

private (about 2/3 of the vendors). This confirms
the long-term trend of successful private
companies attracting external capital (often
from Private Equity funds) for financing growth,
management buy-outs or facilitating liquidity
for their shareholders in a sale to strategic
acquirers.

• Public groups, including Barclays, Lloyds Bank,
Axa and Legal & General took the opportunity
to dispose of non-core assets, in a few cases to
fellow quoted companies.

• The data also includes the recommended £62m
public offer for Share plc by private equity-
backed Interactive Investor, a competitor in the
investment platform market, and the proposed
demutualisation of LV= through the £530m sale
to Bain Capital.

A sample of buyers in 2020

“Mutual”: Mutual or Friendly Societies: An entity with policyholders as owners.
“Overseas”: An entity directly or ultimately owned by an owner based overseas.
“Private”: An entity owned by private individuals.
“Private equity”: An entity directly or ultimately owned by a Private Equity fund.
“Public”: A company quoted on a recognised exchange in the UK.
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Net buyers
• The graph on the right shows the net result of

the transaction flows of the seller and buyer
categories above.

• Private Equity was the largest net buyer of
businesses in the Investment sector in 2020,
ahead of Overseas and Public Company net
buyers, while Private Owners were large net
sellers.

• This highlights the continuing development
towards growing institutional and corporate
ownership (private equity, public and ultimately
overseas owned) of the UK Investment sector.

A sample of sellers / targets / investees in 2020

Source: IMAS-insight. 
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About IMAS

• IMAS is an independent corporate advisory
firm that has remained owned by its partners
since 1992.

• We specialise in providing conflict-free advice
on corporate transactions across the financial
services sector.

• Our clients include entrepreneurs, corporations
and private equity firms, for whom we prepare
bespoke advice and develop corporate
finance solutions that achieve their goals.

• Our highly experienced team have
backgrounds at leading global financial services
groups, extensive transaction experience and a
track record of success.

• We partner with our clients, managing discreet
transaction processes focused on achieving the
best outcomes and maximising value.

• Our proprietary database (IMAS-Insight) and
unique research capability offers our clients an
unparalleled depth of analysis of UK financial
services to support decision-making.

• We typically advise on transactions in the £10m
to £100m value range and have completed over
220 transactions in the last two decades,
working with our clients on sales and disposals,
buy-outs and buy-ins, growth capital raisings
and acquisitions.

Founded 1992
Number of team 
members

Number of 
transactions

Years of combined 
experience

12

>100

>225

www.imas.uk.com

info@imas.uk.com

020 7444 4399



Business 
sales

Capital 
raisings

Strategic 
acquisitions

Our approach is to work closely with our
clients, helping them to prepare, market and
execute transactions, providing advice
throughout the process to completion

We provide advice on the sale of
financial services businesses,
including minority stakes. We
develop and manage bespoke
processes to enable our clients to
optimise terms and maximise value.

Our advice is based on our
extensive track record, experience
and knowledge leadership
supported by IMAS-insight, our
unique technology providing us
with an unmatched knowledge of
the buyer universe.

We assist companies in identifying
relevant businesses that most
closely fit their acquisition criteria
and advise them on the
formulation and execution of
acquisition strategies.

We pride ourselves on working
closely and building strong
relationships with our clients to
help them prepare for all aspects of
a transaction. Our senior
practitioners bring extensive
industry experience to transactions.

For companies looking to raise
funds to support growth or finance
a management buy-out (MBO), we
provide advice on potential
investors, deal structure and
building capital value post
transaction.

Utilising our in-depth knowledge
and diverse network of global
capital providers, we aim to find the
right partners who properly
understand your business, enabling
you to ultimately secure the capital
on terms that are right for you.

Our Services
IMAS offers strong execution skills and deep
sector expertise across the whole of the UK
financial services industry

Our Coverage

Insurance

We have extensive experience in
the investment sector, advising
wealth managers, asset
managers, stockbrokers as well
as financial and actuarial
consultants and service
providers. Whether it involves
selling or buying businesses, or
raising capital for acquisitions or
buy-outs, we are able to provide
advice across the whole sector.

With a long track record in the
insurance sector, IMAS has
worked with a wide range of
businesses, from commercial
brokers to specialist insurers and
claims management companies
to underwriting agents / MGAs.
We have advised on more than
c.150 insurance transactions,
including sales, acquisitions,
buyouts and capital raising.

Investment

Lending

IMAS has developed a strong
presence in the lending sector,
providing advice on a wide range
of corporate finance issues to a
number of specialist lenders and
leasing businesses, challenger
banks and private banks.

www.imas.uk.com

info@imas.uk.com

020 7444 4399

Outsourced 
services & 
FinTech

Outsourced Services and
Financial Technology is a fast-
growing area for IMAS in which
our specialism and track record
is particularly strong in
investment platforms services
and technologies, international
payments, foreign exchange
broking, fund and trust
administration, RegTech and
compliance consulting services.
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In addition, we have three support staff providing our clients and staff with necessary research, administration and support.


